Abstract. Considering the complexity of system structure and fault mechanism of complex system, a fault diagnosis method based on extended color fuzzy fault Petri net model is proposed (CFFPN) for civil aircraft. In order to increase the fault diagnosis efficiency, the CFFPN is modeled based on fuzzy mathematics and fault Petri net method through adding token, library and staining rules to describe the fault propagation. Fuzzy generated rules combined with matrix theory are utilized for fault diagnosis reasoning. CFFPN based reasoning algorithm is given. The validity of the proposed method is verified in one type aircraft pneumatic system.
Introduction
With the rapid development of mechanical and electronic technologies, electro-mechanical systems have become more complex. At present, a variety of fault diagnosis models have been established to describe the failure process of complex systems, such as Hidden Markov Model(HMM) [1] , Gray Model(GM) [2] , Bayesian Model [3] , Back Propagation(BP) [4] ,Signed Directed Graph(SDG) [5] , Multi-Signal Flow Graph(MSFG) [6, 7] , Petri-based Fault Diagnosis Model [8] and so on. Fault diagnosis and analysis method is divided into 3 development stages, i.e. qualitative analysis, quantitative calculation, and qualitative and quantitative method based on fuzzy mathematics. For that fuzzy mathematical method can well reflect the existing fuzzy phenomena and Petri net is one rich system description and system behavior analysis means with strict mathematical expression and intuitive graphical expression, the method of combining fuzzy mathematics with Petri Net has been widely used in recent years [9, 10, 11] . But these methods can not well describe the fault propagation characteristics. Parameters of complex system usually are various and mutual influence. Complex system structure and fault propagation state expression are very complex. System faults usually appear the features of ambiguity, uncertainty, stochastic, dynamic and non quantitative.
In order to make the fault information expression more complete and also well present the fault propagation path, a colored fuzzy fault petri net (CFFPN) modeling method is proposed. A matrix reasoning algorithm based on CFFPN is established. It is applied in one type aircraft pneumatic system. The proposed method can improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the diagnosis and troubleshooting.
CFFPN Model
CFFPN mathematical model is described by twelve elements:
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is the set of fault events and mapping from change node to library; CFFPN graph model can be established based on above mathematics model. Firstly, basic Petri net model is established according to the logical relationship of fault events which are got from fuzzy production rules through system structure analysis. Secondly, colored Petri net model is built in accordance with the token staining rules and library stain rules. Finally, the change igniting rules which describe the system state are defined. For fuzzy intelligent fault diagnosis system, fault events confidence range among [0~1], the number of token represent fault propagation path and fault severities and the color of Token confidence levels of fault event. The token staining rules see Table 1 and the library P stain rules are as following.
The library P staining rules: 
CFFPN Based Fault Diagnosis
In order to provide the necessary condition for fault evaluation and diagnosis, MYCIN [11] is utilized to get the confidence value of all the faults in the library. The confidence level of i p is calculated in Eq. 2. The calculation is ended till
CFFPN based diagnosis algorithm is as following. 
